Purpose & Objective: To provide a safe, engaging Halloween experience for families in our
community
Description: Each year, our council hosts Trick-or-Treat Trail, an event where families visit booths
set up by various student organizations at Whitehouse High School and receive candy for playing the
games at each station. Due to the number of COVID-19 cases in our community, we were unable to
host the event inside as we typically do, so we decided to move forward with a Drive-Through Trick or
Treat Trail event. After working with school administration to ensure the project could be done safely,
we reached out to student organizations and were thrilled when 12 groups, ranging from Girl’s
Basketball to Art Society, agreed to participate. We publicized by sending a virtual flyer to the
principals at our local elementary schools and middle schools to send out to all parents and also had
the information posted on the district social media platforms. Although all families were asked to stay
in their car during the event with masked and costumed student volunteers delivering candy to the
children, we encouraged everyone to dress up in their Halloween costumes as they normally would.
In the weeks leading up to the project, we worked to find the best traffic flow to prevent congestion on
our city streets, created a layout for each organization's booth around the school driveway, and
gathered tables, chairs, and signs for everyone. On the day of the event, we began setting up the
materials immediately after school and met with all volunteers an hour before the event. At 5:30 p.m.,
we began allowing cars to travel through the pathway and stop at each booth. Since organizations
were unable to host games in order to keep traffic flowing, we asked each group to choose a
dress-up theme, and FFA even dressed up their animals to show off to the children. Candy was given
to each child in the car when they stopped at each booth, so by the time they exited, they had a
collection of treats. Over the course of an hour and a half, 217 cars full of children drove through our
Drive Through Trick or Treat Trail. We concluded the evening incredibly proud of the outcome for an
event that required immense adaptation, planning, and collaboration from our school and community.
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